
S-MS-StrainerFacts

Screen & Basket Facts

Perforations
Dependent upon the thickness of the metal, .020 through 1" perfo-
rations are available. In the case of monel or stainless steel, the 
smallest perforation available is usually twice the thickness of the 
metal.  Rather than use the light gauge sheet metal which would be 
necessary in obtaining exceptionally small perforations, we suggest 
heavy gauge perforated metal screens with large perforations lined 
with wire mesh cloth. Obviously this would not apply in the case of 
small size strainers in which lighter gauges of metal are satisfactory.

Mesh
The term "mesh" applies to woven wire cloth and is not to be con-
fused with perforations, which applies to perforated sheet metal.  
While mesh screens are satisfactory for small sizes of screwed end 
Y strainers, we consider them to be unsuitable for larger strainers 
unless furnished as a liner for a perforated metal screen or basket.  
Mesh screens are primarily furnished for very fine straining with 
openings so small they could not be obtained in perforated metal.  

EXAMPLE: 100 mesh means 100 vertical and 100 horizontal strands 
of wire per square inch, resulting in 10,000 openings of .0045" 
square.

Ratio and Capacity
The 4" to 1" ratio means that the open area of the screen or basket 
should be equal to four times the cross-sectional area of the corre-
sponding pipe size. To compute capacity, use the following formula:

EXAMPLE: 3" Model 758 flanged Y strainer, with 1⁄8" perforated 
screen.

 78.5  sq. in. total screen area 
 x .40  (1⁄8" perforated metal has a 40 % open area)
 31.4 (total open area of screen) 
31.4/7.393 (area of 3 inch pipe) = 4.25 or "4.25 to 1 ratio"

See Technical Data Section of this Engineering binder for Area of 
Circles chart.

Pressure Drop
The pressure drop charts published in this catalog are the result of 
extensive physical tests. Consult our Engineering Department for 
pressure drop information on steam, gases or viscous fluids.

Suggested Perforations  
or Meshes

SErvicE StrAinEr

SizE coArSE MEdiuM finE

WAtEr

1⁄4" - 2" .062 .033 .020

21⁄2" - 4" 1⁄8 .062 .045

5" up 1⁄4 3⁄16 1⁄8

o
iL

LoW viScoSity

1⁄4" - 2" .062 .033 .020

21⁄2" - 6" 3⁄16 1⁄8 .062

8" up 3⁄8 1⁄4 1⁄8

MEdiuM viScoSity

1⁄4" - 2" 1⁄10 .062 .033

21⁄2" - 6" 1⁄4 3⁄16 1⁄8

8" up 3⁄8 1⁄4 3⁄16

HigH viScoSity

1⁄4" - 2" 1⁄8 1⁄10 .062

21⁄2" - 6" 3⁄8 1⁄4 3⁄16

8" up 1⁄2 3⁄8 1⁄4

gASoLinE

1⁄4" - 2" .033 .020 .005*

21⁄2" - 6" .062 .033 .009*

8" up 1⁄10 1⁄32* 1⁄64*

StEAM
1⁄4" - 2" .062 .033 .020

21⁄2" up .062 3⁄64 1⁄32*

Air/gAS

1⁄4" - 2" .033 .009* .005*

21⁄2" - 6" .062 .033 .009*

8" up 1⁄8 1⁄10 1⁄64*

* Mesh lined Screen. See Strainer Information in this Section of the 
Engineering binder for more information.
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